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SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
Report of the Dean





To the President, Members of the Board of Trustees,
Members of the Board of Visitors, Larn Alumni, and
Friends of Southern Methodist Unioersity:
As Dean of the School of Law, I have the honor to submit this
report for the summer session, 1968, and the regular session,
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Spring Seminar on Professional Responsibitty and Other
Events
Negotiations with the Southwestern Legal Foundation
Appendix A-class of 1969, honors and awards, student activities
and organizations for the year 1968-1969.
Appendix B-Faculty bibliogaphy, committee assignments and
activities, 1968-1969.
Appendix C-Law School Committee of the Board of Trustees;
Roard of Vi.sitors; Law Alumni Association; and Named
Scholarships.
Appendix D-Statement of Professor Arthur Leon Harding de-




In May, 1969, the School of Law completed its forty-fourth
academic year. At that time degrees were awarded to those who
completed the requirements for their degrees in August, 1968,
January, 1969, and May, 1969. The following tabular analysis re-
flects comparative data with respect to degrees conferred or cer-
tiffcates granted during the period 1964-1969:
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
L07 128 L?.bBachelor of Laws 113
Juris Doctor
Master of Comparative Law 15
Master of Laws 1



















Totals 133 L24 151 159 t72
Appendix A contains detailed information regarding the 1969
degree candidates, honors and awards, and student activities and
organizations for the year 1968-1969.
It is trite to state that the single most obvious phenomenon of
our times is change-social, political, economic, and technological.
When the class of 1959 graduated, who would have thought that
in ten years men would walk on the moon with the whole world
listening and looking? Who would have thought that a heart, a
kidney, or a lung could be transplanted from one person to an-
other? Who would have thought that the academic community
-traditionally regarded as the place of quie! contemplative,
scholarly refection-would become the center ring for militancy
and activism?
When the class of 1979 graduates, who can imagine where
change will have taken us?
AIf of these events impose upon the Law School the obliga-
tion of continuous reexamination of its acadernic program. Are
we training young mcn and women to mold tho legal institutions
for the ordering of the society of the future? We are aware of
the need for grounding in the traditional disciplines of study-
contracts, torts, property, procedure, constitutional law, admin-
istrative law, and the like. We must be equally aware of the need
4I4
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for interdisciplinary studies, for lawyers and the law must be
concerned with every aspect of the human predicament. The
Law school must provide an outreach not jusf to the legal pro-
fession but to the entire community.
w9 have sought to keep abreast of rapid change. The educa-
tional program and available extracurricular actiirities offer the
committed professional student the opportunity fo, u variety of
experiences to prepare him for the complex professional life
ahead.
II. Faculty
Appendix B sets out in detail faculty bibligographies and ac-
tivities for the year 1968-1969.
changes_ in assignments, Ieaves, and part-time faculty for the
period under review were as follows:
- 
Visiting Professor Paul D. Carrington was in residence during
the summer session 1968 from the University of Michigan. pro-
fessor carrington holds the Bachelor of Aits degree Irom the
university of Texas and the Bachelor of Laws degree from Har-
vard University. During the summer he taught adminlstrative
Law.
- 
visiting Professor Parker C. Fielder was in residence during
the summer session 1968 from the University of Texas. professor
Fielder holds the Bachelor of Science degree from Northwestern
University and the Bachelor of Laws deglee from the University
of Texas where he was Editor-in-chief of the Texas Laus Re-
oiew. During the summer he taught Income Taxation.
At the M"y meeting of the Board of Trustees, Assistant pro-
fessors Bernstein, craig, and Pelletier were each appointed to the
rank of Associate Professor of Law. Professor F"ll"ti"t served
during the year as Director of the Legal Clinic. professor Bern-
stein was Visiting 
_Professor of Law at American University,
Washington, D.C., during the summer session, 1968.
Assistant Professor Paul B. Larsen left the school at the end
of the academic year to do further graduate work at yale uni-
versity.
Associate Professor William vanDercreek was on leave during
$u-_yg*t as visiting Professor of Law at Florida state university,
Tallahassee, Florida.
rr.t
Mrs. Clarice McDonald Davis was in residence during the
spring semester 1969 as Instructor of Law. Mrs. Davis holds her
du"hllot of Arts and Master of Arts degrees from the Universrty
of Texas, and juris Doctor degree from Southern Methodist Uni-
versity. She assisted Professor Rasor in teaching Legal _Writing.
Assistant Dean and Assistant Professor Charles A. Thompson
left the School on February L, 1969; to engage in the general
practice of law in Dallas, Texas.
The following part-time lecturers taught seminars or courses
during this period:
Adjunct Professor Henry D. d.kin, course in Workrnen s Com-
pensation; Professor B. J. Brabham, course in Law in Society I;
n. W. Callaway, course in Estates II; Professor John R. Carrell,
course in Law in Society II; Frofessor Frederick S. Carney, semi-
nar in Ethics and Law (with Dean Galvin); Edward A. Copley,
|r., Esq., together with Herbert S. Kendrick, Esq., course in Tax
Procedure and Litigation; Adjunct Frofessor Robert S. Glen, sem-
nar in Law and Psychiatry; Carl D. Richards, Esq., course in Pat-
ent Law; Helmut O. Wolff, seminar in Non-Labor 'A.rbitration;
David C. Musslewhite, Etq., course in Practice Court; Stephen
Swayze, Esq., course in Federal Oil and Gas Taxation; Stanley
Simon, Erq., course in Taxation of Business Entities; Adjunct
Professor Ozro T. Woods, seminar in Medico-Legal Problems
(with Professor R"y).
Charles William Webster, a member of the Faculty of
Southern Methodist University School of Law since 1954,
died on March 26, 1969.
He was born in Escanaba, Michigan, in 1920. He re-
ceived his Ph.B. from Marquette University in 1942. For
three years, from 1943 to 1946, Professor Webster served
in the United States Coast Guard, most of the time as
commanding officer of a cutter, and was released to in-
active drty in 1946 with the rank of Lieutenant, Senior
Grado. He received his LL.B. degree rvith honors from
the University of Wisconsin in 1948, where he was a
member of the Order of the Coif and Editor-in-Chief of
theWisconsi,n Lau Reoiew. From 1948 until 1953 he was
a member of the faculty of the School of Law of the Uni-
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versity of Buffalo and held the rank of associate profes-
sor at the time of his leaving that institution to join the
legal staff of the General Electric Company. In addition
to teaching and practice; Professor Webster served as a
consultant to the New York State Bar Revision Commis-
sion and worked for the American Law Institute on the
Model Penal Code. He was a member of the tars of the
states of Wisconsin, New York, and Texas and was ad-
mitted to practice before the United States Supreme
Court.
In L954, he became associated with the Southern
Methodist University School of Law as Associate Profes-
sor, at which time he took over the Faculty Editorship of
the Southwestarn Law lournal and worked primarily in
the field of Administration of Criminal Justice. In 1955,
he was appointed Professor of Law, which rank he held
at Southern Methodist University at the time of his
death.
Chuck was always interested in those less fortunate
and gave unstintingly of his time and resources toward
improving their lot. His good works extended to many
local and state-wide projects.
He was a member of the Texas Council on the Ad-
ministration of Justice, was a consultant to Texas Chil-
dren and Youth, Incorporated, and served on the Execu-
tive Committee of the Dallas Association for Mental
Health. He organized and was active in the Catholic
Interracial Council.
A completely unselffsh person, he had a warrn and en-
gaging personality. He will be sorely missed by his
friends. Chuck is survived by his wife, Pat, and six chil-
dren, Maureen, Charles J., Michael Mary, Patrick, Kevin,
and Terrence.
III. Degree Programs
The School of Law operated the following maior programs
during the year 1968-1969:
(A) The three-year Juris Doctor program in the undergradu-
ate Day Division.
D
(B ) The fourth year curriculum of the four-year J.D. program
in the Evening Division. The Evening Division was phased out
at the end of the 1968-1969 academic year.
( C ) The general graduate program for both part-time and
full-time students leading to the degree of Master of Laws.
( D ) The special graduate program sponsored by the Institute
of Aerospace Law leading to the degree of Master of Laws.
(B) The graduate program in international and comparative
law leading to the degree of Master of Comparative Law.
(F ) The graduate program in research and writing leading to
the degree of Doctor of the Science of Law.
ry. Curriculum
The curriculum in efiect for the summer session 1968 consisted
of L2 sections of courses and seminars; during the regular session
I45 sections of courses and seminars were offered. Under the
program for the ]uris Doctor degree, the student had to com-
plete 51 hours of required cor.rrses and 39 hours of electives, at
least one course involving international and comparative law or
jurisprudence, a planning course, and a seminar in which a sub-
stantial paper is required.
During the year new offerings included Business Taxation,
Non-Labor Arbitration, Legal Froblems of Outer Space Activi-
ties, and the Seminar in Civil Rights was divided into two parts:
Civil Rights, Substantive and Civil Rights, Criminal Procedure.
V. Reuui,ting and Erwollment
The following comparative statistics for the School of Law
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The following comparative statistics for the same period reflect
mean averages for the Law School Admission Test, undergradu-
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The tuition during the regular session was $1,400 for the two
semesters.
During the year we continued, as in prior years, an intensive
program of recruiting in colleges and universities throughout
the country. This has resulted in an increasing number of well-
qualified applicants.
Nine professors visited 74 schools, interviewing 344 prospective
students, and one student visited seven schools, interviewing 30
students. (A total of Bl universities and colleges were visited
during the year. )
Arizona: Arizona State, Tempe; University of Arizona, Tucson.
California: Claremont-Pomona, Claremont; Loyola University
of Los Angeles, Los Angeles; San Francisco State College, San
Francisco; San Jose State College, San jose; Stanford University,
Stanford; University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley; Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles; Llniversity of the Pacific, Stock-
ton; University of Redlands, Redlands; University of San Fran-
cisco, San Francisco; University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara;
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Whittier College,
Whittier.
Connecticut: Fairfteld University, Fairfield; Wesleyan Univer-
sity, Middletown; Yale University, New Haven.
Indiana: Butler University, Indianapolis; De Pauw University,
Greencastle; Franklin College of Indiana, Franklin; Purdue Uni-
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versity, Lafayette; university of Indiana, Bloomington; wabash
College, Crawfordsville.
Kansas: Kansas State University, Manhattan; Southwestern
College, Winffeld; University of Kansas, Lawrence; University of
Wichita, Wichita.
Massachusetts: Boston College, Chestnut Hill; BoJton Univer-
sity, Boston; Harvard, Cambridge.
Minnesota:,A.ugsburg College, Minneapolis; Carleton College,
Northfield; Macaiester bo[ege-, St. Paul; St. Olaf College, North-
field; St. Thomas College, St. Paul; University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.
Nevada: University of Nevada, Reno.
New Mexico: New Mexico State University, University Park.
New York: City College of New York, New York; Columbia,
New York; Corneil University, Ithaca; Fordham University, Nt*
York; Ilobart & williarn smith colleges, Geneva; Long Island
University, Zeckendorf Campus, tsrooklyn; State University at
Albany, Albany; syracuse university, syracuse; union college,
Schenlctady; University of Rochester, Rochester; U. S. Military
Academy, West Foint.
Oklahoma: Oklahoma State University, Stillwater; University
of Oklahoma, Norman.
Pennsylvania: Allegheny College, Meadville; Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgli; Duquesne University, Pittsburgh; Geneva
College, Beaver F-alls; University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh;
Washington & Jefierson College, Washington.
Rhode Island: Brown University, Frovidence; Providence Col-
lege, Providence.
Texas: Austin College, Sherman; East Texas State Universrty,
Commerce; North Texas State University, Denton; Prairie View
A&M, Frairie View; Rice University, Houston; Sam Houstou
State College, Huntsville; Southern Methodist University, Dallas;
Southwest texas State College, San Marcos; Southwestern Uni-
versity, Georgetown; Texar A&M, College Station; Texas Tech-
nological college, Lubbock; Texas christian university, Fort
8
Worth; Texas Wesleyan, Fort Worth; Trinity University, San
Antonio; University of Houston, Houston; University of Texas,
Austin; University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington; University
of Texas at El Paso, El Paso.
Utah: Brigham Young University, Provo; Utah State Univer-
sity, Logan; University of Utah, Salt Lake City. ,
If a privatg graduate professional school is to be effective, it
must do so by emphasis on quality-quality of students, faculty,
and program. Our recruiting program, in which most of our fac-
ulty participate, has proved to be an important factor in the
maintenance of a high-quality student body.
We announced last year the [latton W. Sumners Scholarship
program. Each fellowship will be worth in excess of $3,000 per
year and will be renewed each year if the holder maintains a
high level of scholastic performance. The first five holders of the
full scholarships were recruited to begin their work in the fall
semester, 1969. As was pointed out last year, this magniffcent gift
voted by the trustees of the Hatton W. Sumners F oundation will
enable the School to attract scholars of the highest caliber.
VI. Law Li,brary and Plant Improaernents
During the year $L44,874.71 was expended on the library op-
eration. About 8,384 volumes were added, making a total of
154,729 volumes. The report of the Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar Association
shows that of 131 schools, our libarary is 22nd in size; of the
schools west of the Mississippi it is ranked 7th; of the private
schools west of the Mississippi, it is ranked 2nd, with Stanford
having the greater number of volumes, 168,274 compared to our
r47,344.
The formal opening of refurbished Florence Hall was held on
March 9, 1969. Representatives of the Florence and Hoblitzelle
Foundations, which had made special commitments to this pro-
iect, were present for this occasion at which time two portraits
were unveiled, one of Fred Florence and the other of Karl
Hoblitzelle.
The construction of the new Underwood Law l-ibrary, an-
nounced in last year's report, continued through the year with
expected completior by Septernber 1, 1970.
I
Vil. Alumni, Relati'ons, Laus School Fund,
Student Aid
Donald J. Lucas, Erq. and Eugene ]ericho, Esq., President and
Vice President, respectively, of the Law Alumni Association,
headed the annual Law School Fund drive for the year. We
continued, as in prior years, the practice of inviting to a series
of breakfasts the clais representatives who worked on the
Fund, members of the Faculty, and students. These breakfast
meetings have proved to be especially efiective in providing an
interchange of vi"*r among faculty, students, and alumni.
A detailed report of the Law School Fund for 1968-1969 was
incorporated in a special issue oI The Bri,ef of the scho! of
Law^and was mailed to alumni and friends in August 1969. Total
gifts and scholarships from alumni and non-alumni totaled
6]}!,ZgZ.SO. These contributions have been used for financial
assistance to students in various ways: loans, tuition grants, re-
search assistants, exPenses of moot court, law journals, Student
Bar Association, and the like. Alumni gifts totaled $51,105.03,
with 37.67" of alumni participatittg. This compares with,gifts of
$M,264.L9 from alumni and a 36% pafticipation during the year
1967-1968. The faculty of the School of Law also contributed
generously to the Fund.
Other events relating to alumni relations were as follows: On
September 19, 1968, those contributing named scholarships_and
aniounts of $100 or more for the 1967-1968 Law School Fund
were honored at a Century CIub dinner. The featured speaker
was Dr. John lVloseley, President of Austin College'
On November 23, i968, the officers, directors, and members of
the Law Alumni Association attended a breakfast at Lawyers
Inn as part of Homecoming activities.
Appendix C lists the names of the ofiffcers and board of direc-
tors if tn" Law Alumni ,A.ssociation and named scholarships
awarded for the year. The total amount of financial assistance
granted from the Fund and from the general budget of the
School was approximatcly $100,791.92.
WII. Publi,cati,ons
The Soutlwsestern Law trournal published again this past year
the Annual Survey of Texas Law, which was well received. The
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Iournal of Air Laus and Comnlerce sponsored a Symposium on
Air Transport Labor Relations which was held March 26-28,
1969. This program exemplified the same high standards of the
previous years' similar conferences.
Professor Craig and Professor Larsen were faculty advisers to
the Southuestern Laus Journnl and lournal of Ai,r Law ond Com-
n1,erce, respectively, during the year. /
Other publications during the year included The Brief of the
School of Law in four issues edited by Assistant Dean Purcell,
the Law School Yearbook, edited by Mr. Fred Hosey, and the
Law School Weekly Bulletin, called "The Green Sheet."
The Southwestern Legal Foundation continues to edit the
Oil t Gas Reporter, which has its editorial offices in Storey Hall,
and regularly uses law students on its staff.
IX. Legal Clinic
The Legal Clinic was under the direction of Professor George
A. Pelletier; the ioint student-faculty policy committee for the
Clinic was chaired by Professor Joseph W. McKnight. The
Clinic continues to provide a variety of practical experiences
with an emphasis on improving not only the studentt lawyer-
like techniques but also a greater sense of professional responsi-
bility.
X. Placement
Assistant Dean David W. Purcell, assisted by Mrs. Lillian
Blair, offered students a thorough program of placement. Stu-
dents desiring to take advantage of this service were counselled
in the preparation of attractive individual brochures. The num-
ber of interviewing ftrms was larger than in any previous year.
A tally of the graduating seniors shows that 45 were placed with
Iaw ffrms, 32 were placed with corporate legal counsel, 18 were
in military service, 32 were in other activities, and 18 were still
uncommitted as of October 1, 1969.
XI. Spring Somi,nar on Professi,onal Responsi,bilitg
and Other Eoents
Each year the Board of Visitors, the Law School Committee
of the Board of Trustees, faculty, students and others meet to-
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gether for a day to have an in-depth discussion of various as-
fects of the School's operation, of the School's relationship to the
community, and of the work of the legal profession. During thu
period March 20-22, 1969, Professors Eugene L. Smith and
Joseph W. McKnight planned and conducted a seminar on pro-
lessional responsibility. Professor Andrew W. Watsgn, who holds
a joint appointment from the School of Law and School of Medi-
cine of the University of Michigan, visited classes and talked
with groups of students on the days of March 20 and 21, 1969.
Professor Robert E. Mathews of the University of Texas School
of Law, and Dr. Wagner Thielens of Columbia University's Bu-
reau of Applied Social Research, ioined Professor Watson on Sat-
urday, March 22, at the Hilton Inn to discuss legal education as
it relates to training in professional responsibilify with students
who had asked to participate, selected members of the Board of
Visitors, the Law School Committee of the Board of Trustees,
and alumni and friends.
on March 27,1969, the Supreme court of Texas made its visit
to the School, continuing a very pleasant tradition, begun a few
years ago, of spending a day in i#ormal discussions with senior
students about developments in the law. Following a coffee and
reception, Mr. Associate Justice }lamilton made the principal
statement about the work of the Court. The School was pleased
to welcorne two new members of the Court, Associate Justices
Sears McGee and Tom Reavley.
on March 25,1969, President Morris Abram of Brandeis uni-
versity delivered the Robert G. Storey Lecture entitled "Liberal-
ism: A Response to the Campus." The paPer apPears in 23 Sw.
L. I. 662. Earlier in the day President Abram had lunch with a
group of students and discussed informally sorne of the crises
facing the American university today.
During the spring the Student Bar Association sponsorecl a
series of discussions with members of the faculty on various as-
pects of the operation of the Law School. These discussions cul-
minated in a conference in April, 1969; which was a general re-
view of curriculum and related matters.
L2
XII. Negotiations wi,th the Southuestern Legal
Foundati,on
During the year a negotiating committee composed of the
Honorable Alfred P. Murrah, Chief Judge, United States Court
of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit arrd Chairrnan, Law School
Committee of the Board of Trustees, and Mr. Gegrge M. Under-
wood, Jr., member of the l-aw School Committee of the Board of
Trustees and Liaison to the Law School from the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Universitl, and Mr. Neil Mallon and Harry Jack,
Erq., sought to reach a settlement of the differences existing be-
tween the School and the Southwestern Legal Foundation.
These efforts continued through the summer of 1969 and were
not productive of any overall solution.
On August 13, 1969, at a meeting of the Board of Governors
after a full report by Judge Murrah and Mr. Underwood, the
Board unanimously adopted a resolution approving the Law
School's undertaking a major program of continuing legal educa-
tion. The Board further conffrmed the authority of the President
of the University to determine ultimately the use of physical
facilities and to arbitrate any differences. These latter two ac-
tions were intended to conffrm the University's position that,
although the Southwestern Legal Foundation is an independent
entity, its independence cannot override the University's ultimate
authority over the University premises and what takes place on
the premises.
As of this writing, the School of Law and the Practising Law
Institute have entered into an agreement to co-sponsor a series of
high-level professional institutes and conferences.
XIII. Uni,rsersi,ty Admi,ni,stration
I express my sincere thanks to students, faculty, alumni, Uni-
versity administration, and others for all the assistance we have
received during the year.
Appendix C sets out the names of the Law School Committee
of the Board of Trustees, the Board of Visitors, and the officers
and directors of the Law Alumni Association.
Appendix D is the Statement of Profesor Arthur Leon Harding
delivered at the Law School Convocation on September 5, 1969.
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Appendix A
class of 1969, honors and awards, student activities and or-
ganizations for the year 1968-1969
1. Class of 1969
a, Degree of luri,s Doctor /
August 23, 1968
George Washington Hager, Jr'
g."s.P.n., uniiersitY of Texas
Lannv Rolf RamsaY-- e.b.A., Soutlrern Methodist University
Toseph Alan Robinson
" -- d.A.. Southern Methodist University
Barrv Michael Skiles---- d.a.. Southern Methodist University
Harrv Averil Sweitzer, III
S.'4., St. Olaf College
Robert Michael Tolleson--- 








B.S., Texas A&IV[ UniversitY
Havden Haskell CooPer'g.g..t., North Texas State Universrty
Clarice McDonald Davis
B.A.. University of Texas
M-a'.', university of Texas
Tames Nelson Dearien
" B.S., Georgetown UniversitY
Leon-Stewart Eubanks, Jr'
8.A.. Southern Methodist University
cibd;'Trabue Hatffeld
8.S., Centenary College of Louisiana
Ravmoh H. He Lal
'g.g.A.., UniversitY of Texas at
Arlington
Ioe Bailev HYden













B.S.M.E., UniversitY of Texas at
Austin
David Metzger
B.B.A., Uiiversity of Texas
Gene Pruett Moore- - n g.A, Texas Christian University
Ion Rodgers Sanford" A.8., "wheaton College
Fra"ciJ Earl Schander- - 8.S., Jackson College, Ilonolulu'
Hawaiig.El' Jackson College, Honolulu'
Hawaii
Gale Melanie Siegel
8.S.. University of Missouri
Paul VanSIYke- -E.s.P.e.,' university of Texas at
Austin
Donald Pierce Wilcox
B.A', University of Texas
Rov Rvden Anderson, Jr'
'g.al. rexas Christian University
C'ecil Marion Arnold, Jr'
B.B.A., University of Texas at Austrn
noUeit Maxwell BandY
8.A.. UniversitY of Texas
Ronald PhilliP Barbatoe
B.S.E.E., t'exas Technotrogical College
Hush Tevis Blevins, Jr'
8.A.. Rice University
Rhodes R. Bobbitt
B.B.A., UniversitY of Te><as
Gerald Monroe Botts
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas
Sam Bill Bournias---g.-8.4.., North Texas State University
T4




- 8.A., North Texas State University
Norman Simon Brown
B.S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Stephen Buchanan Brown
8.A., University of Wisconsin
Harry Eugene Bryan
- B._8.A., West Texas State Coilege
Charles Franklin Campbell, Jr. 
-







_ B-.A., Southern Methodist University
J. Byron Davey
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Laura Dean Ford Davidson
8.A., University of Texas
Thomas Lee Denney
B.A.. Southern Methodist Universitv
William Gordon Duff
_ 8.4., North Texas State University
John Donald Ellis, Jr.8.A., Military College of South
Carolina
Wilson David Fargo
8.A., Oklahoma City University
Thomas Lee Farris




8.S., University of Arkansas
Bowen Louis Florsheim
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Charles Craig Folson
BA., Southern Methodist University
Gerald Joe Ford
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Peter Archibald Franklin, III
8.A., Ohio Wesleyan University
Wayne Louis Friesner
,8.S., fowa State University
Robert Henry Frost
A.B., Monmouth College





8.A., Southern Methodist University
Joseph Benevides Garza
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
lohn Hendrik Germeraad
B.A., Illinois Wesleyan University
Michael Malone Gibson
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
David Leon Gleason
8.S., Oklahoma City University
Henry Walker Grenley
8.S., Southern Methodist University
George Vincent Griffin
8.S., University of Arkaruas
Theodore Alfred Gross
8.A., University of Texas at Austin
Kenneth Paul Gudgen
8.S., Texas A&M.University
Richard Charles Guinan, Jr.B.B.A., University of Texas
Charles Pittrnan Haymore
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Wallace Ren Heitman
B.A., George Washington University
Jack Hill
8.A., University of Texas at Austin
Albert Dale Hoppe
8.A., Texas A&f Universtty
Gregory Charles Horsley
8.A., University of Texas at
Arlington
Richard Frederick Hosey




8.A., Southern Methodist University
Wendel Thad Hulse
8.S., Texas A&M University
James Dudley Hyde
8.A., University of Oklahoma
Burton Vernon Jones
8.A., Akron University
Stephen Basil Jurbala8.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Dale Howard Jurgens
B.A.. University of Texas
Robert'A. Kantor










8.S., Southern Methodist University
William Audie Long
B.B,A., North Texas State University
Robert Earl Luna
B.B.A., University of Texas
George Michael Maris
8.A., Kansas State College of
Pittsburg
Frederick William Marsh, Jr.







8.A.. University of Dallas
Albert Edward Masters
8.A.. North Texas State University
Charles Redman McBeth
B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
Donald Kent McConnell
8.S., Texas A&M University
M.S., Sou,thern Methodist University
George Skinner McKearin, III
8.A., Hamilton College
James Hamilton McMenamy




B.A., Southertr Methodist University
Michael Duane Meredith
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma
Timothy Ernest Millard
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
John Porath Millet
B.B.A., North Texas State University
George Philip Morehead
8.4., Southern Methodist University





8.S., Stephen F. Austin State College
Russell Spates Olds
B.B.A., North T'exas State University
Michael Leonard O'Neal
8.M., Southern Methodist University
M.M., Southern Methodist University
Gorden Harold Potts, Jr.
8.A., Baylor University
B.D., Southwestern Baptist Sbminary
Th.D., Southwestern Baptist Seminary
Loren Lee Purvines
B.B.A., University of Texas
Robert E. Rader, Jr.
8.A., Harding College
Cecil Robert Rainwater
8.A., University of Tlrlsa
Charles [Iollis Robertson
8.A., Southern Methodist University
Howard David Rogers
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Thomas David Rorie
B.S.. Louisiana Polytechnic fnsfitute
M.B:A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Instit'ute
Lynn William Ross, fr.' B.B.A., Texas Chri-stian University
Noble Leon Rumbo
B.A., University of Texas
M.D., University of Texas
Rufus Stovall Scott
B.A., Southern Methodist University
lohn Percival Searls, Jr.- B.B.A., University o'f Texas at
El Paso
Joseph Wesley Sheehan
B.S., Kansas State UniversitY
Aubyn Keith Shettle, Jr.
8.A., North Texas State University
Billy Braswell Short, Jr.




8.A., Southern Methodist University
Lawrence David Stuart, Jr.




B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Paul Leighton Tubb
B.B.A., University of Texas
Richard Stephen Tucker
B.B.A., University of Texas
Edward DiMare Vassallo, Jr.




8.A., Texas Christian University
Thomas Winston Weeks




B.B.A., Texas Technological College
Tackie Rav.Wills
' B.S., dast Texas State UniversitY
Robert Earl Wilson
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William Otto Wuester, III
8.A., Upsala College
b. De'gree' of Muster of Conapw'ati,De Law
December 2L, 1968
Raymond Joseph Termini-8.A., Tulane University









LL.B.. Seoul National Universitv
LL.M.',, Seoul National University
Dick Tieh-cheng Liu
- LL.B., National Cheng Chi UniversityClara Meouchi







r.L.B., Free University, Berlin
M"y 25, 1969





LL.B., University of Buenos Aires
Monica Cohen de Roimiser






LL.B., Law School of Meiji Universitv
Jan Willem Maria VanGent
Me€ster in de Rechten, Catholic
University




Rudolf Hans Urs Zirfass '
Lic. Jur, University of Berne
George Gordon Dowd
B.A., Western Washington State
College
LL.B., University of Washington
Thesis: "Proration of Natural Gas ln
Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and
Texas"
Riwa Kaarina Hagglund
LL.B., University of Helsinki
Thesis: "Conditional Sales and Chattel
Mortgages in the Conflict. of Laws,'
Roderick Lewis Eisele
B.S., University of Wiseonsin
LL.B., University of Wisconsin
Thesis: "The Habendum Clause of the
Modern Oil and Gas Lease"
Woo Hyung Kim
LI1B., Chonpuk National University
College & Political S'cience, Korea -
LL.C.M., University of Pennsylvania
Law School
Thesis: "Freedom of Political Speech
vs. National Security in the United
States and Korea"
Frank Lemuel McClendon, Jr.
8.S., University of Texas
LL.B., University of Texas
Thesis: "Restraint of New Enterprise
Joint Ventures as a Matter of-Un-
reasonable Probability',
Robert John Wade, Jr.
E,S. in Bus., fndiana UniversityJ,D., The University o,f Michigah
Thesis: "fncome Taxation of=Fluctu-
ating fncome"
Robert O'Neill Lewers
LL.B., Westminster School of Law




M.P.A., Graduate School of publie
Affq.irs, State University of New
York
LL.B., Albany Law School
Thesis: "Legal Control of Aviation
Noise"
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2. Honors and awards
a. The Order of The Coi'f
Hugh T. Blevins, Jr. NancY E' Keane
Cl#ice M. Davis James E' Keough
George W. Fazakerly Frederick W' Marsb, Jt'
Mich"ael M. Gibson Marietta M. ltlaxfield
Albert D. Hoppe Rufus S' Scott
Stanley R. Huller David R. Snodgrass
Roberi A. Kantor Lawrence D. Stuart, Jr'
b. Pri,zes and Awarils
Arthur Stedry Hansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas Award-
Robert M. BandY
Bowen L. Florsheim
William O. Wuester III
Barrister Award-
Steven W. Stark
Burleson Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit-
Lyman G. Hughes
Carrington, Johnson and Stephens Award-
Raymond L. Dahlberg
Dallas Lawyers Wives Club Award-
Gury R. Rice





International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award-
C. Robert Rainwater
lohnson, Bromberg, Leeds and Riggs-
Roy R. Anderson, Jr.
Bruce L. Ashton
Kilgore and Kilgore Award-
Arthur W. Zeitler
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Meer, Chandler and Carlton Award-
Woodrow T. Minick
Mercantile National Bank Award-
George W. Fazakerly
Stanley R. Huller
Moot Court Best Speaker Award- '
Steven W. Stark
Moot Court Best Written Brief Award-
Martha H. Allan
George L. Hart
Passman, Jones, Stewart and Andrews Award-
Woodrow T. Minick
Phi Alpha Delta Scholarship Award-
George L. Hart
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Federal Taxation Award-
Robert M. Bandy
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Journal of Air Law and Commerce Award-
Robert E. Wilson
Robert J. Hobby Memorial Award-
S. David Blinn







SMU Law Wives Award-
Clarice M. Davis
Southwesteru Legal Foundation Award-
Monteith Inn Chapter, Phi Delta Phi
Texas Trial Lawyers Association Award-
Michael M. Gibson
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The WalI Street lournal Award-
Lawrence D. Stuart, ]r.
Thompson, Knight, Simmons & Bullion Award-
Frederick W. Marsh, Jt.
U. S. Law Week Award-
Michael M. Tabor
West Publishing Company and Vernon Law Book Company
Award-
Lawrence D. Stuart, Jr.





3. Student activities and organizations
a. Student Bar Associ,ati,on
Presid,ent Edward D. Vassallo, Jr.
Vi,ce President Jack C. MYers
Secretary David L. Jackson
Treasner JohnnY P. Searls
Represerttatioes
Fi,rst Yea.r James A. Wood
James J. Robertson
Ira E. Tobolowsky
Second Year Hugh E. HackneY
Johrr D. Jackson
Phitlip R. Jones
Third Yea,r Roy R. Anderson, Jr.
Loren L. Purvines
Charles H. Robertson
Graduate Ronald P. Barbatoe
h' southwestern Lont lournal
Edi,tor-i,n-Chi,ef Lawrence D. Stuart, Jr.
Busi,ness Manager Thornas W. Weeks























c. Iournal of Ai,r Law and Comnlerce
Edior-i,n-Chi,ef Robert E. Wilson
Int ernati,onal and B o ok
Reoi,ew Editor John H. Germeraad
Leading Artic:l.es Editor James E. Keough
Marwging Editor Bowen L. Florsheim
Notes and, Comments Editors Roy R. Anderson, Jr.
William O. Wuester, III
Rosearch and Recerut,
Deci,si,ons Edi,tor Newell D. Krogmann
Sgmposi,um Editor Joseph W. Sheehan
Associ,ate Edi,tors David L. Briscoe
Nancy A. Ellsworth
James D. Hyde
James L. Irish, II
Linda A. Whitley

























































h. Phi Alptw Delta Fraternity
Iustice George S. McKearin III
Vine Justice John D. Jackson
Treasurer Michael M. Tabor
Clerk William J. Neilon, Jr.
Marshnl Ronald T. Wade
Social Chnirman R. Frederick Hosey
i. Plui Delta Phi, Fraternity
Magi,ster J. Dudley Hyde
Exchequer Robert M. Bandy
Clerk S. Price Smith
Hi,storian Woodrow T. Minick
Progrom Chairman K. Mark Pistorius
i. Delta Theta Phi, Fraterni,ty
Dean James M. Medlin
Vice Dean Larry L. Huelbig
Tri,bune Tedford E. Kimbell
Erchequer Jimmy R. Brisendine
Bai,liff Lyrr W. Ross




k, Ka.ppa Beta Pi Sorori,ty
Dean Linda A. Whitley
Vi,ce Dean Beverly A. Neblett
Registrar Alice L. Dwyer
Clwncellor Shirley R. Levin
MarshnJ at Arms Helen A. Graue























Faculty Bibliography and Activities, 1968-1969
L, Bi,bli,ogaph7
Bernstein, Robert A. What Transfers are Gifts for Feileral Gift Tax Pur-
poses?, Successful Estate Planning Ideas and Methods (1968);
Some Obseruations on a Broadened, Tan Bcsa, Studies in Substan-
tive Tax Reform (American Bar Foundation, 1969).
Bromberg, Alan R. Irnider Purchases, Sales and, Tips, PLI Program Ma-
terials for Texas Gulf Sulphur: Disclosures and Insiders 30-40
(1968); reprinted Texas Gulf Sulphur: Disclosure & Insiders 75-85
(PLI Corporate Law and Practice, Course Handbook Series, vol. 7
1968); enlarged and reprinted Texas Gulf Sulphur-Insider Disclo-
sure Problems 198-239 ( PLI Cbrporate Law and Practice, Transcript
Series, vol. 1, 1968);
Report of Committee on Securi,ties and lrwestmerrt Banking, 7
BULL. SECTION ON CORPORATION, BANKING AND BUSI-
NESS LAW (State Bar of Texas) 5-7 (No. 1, Sept. 1968); reprinted
with modiffcations, 31 TEXAS B. J. 1030-1032 ( 1968);
Disclozure, 1 Review of Securities Regulation 993-996, 985-989
( 1e68 );
The Texas Small offering Exempti,ons: Purchasers Must Haoe In-
oestnxerrt lntent ond, be Sophisticated, Informed or Close Associntes
of tlue Issaer, T BULL. SECTION ON CORPORATION, BANK-
t
23
ING AND BUSINESS LAW (State Bar of Texas) 6-8 (No. 2,
1e68 );
The Law of Corporate Informati'on-An lrrteri,m Report on a
Grouth situation, Financial Analysts Record L5-I7 (Dec. 1968);
reprinted with modiffcations, 25 Financial Analysts Journal 26-31
(NIo. 2, March-,4.Pri1 1969);
Corporate Infoimation: 'l'exas Gulf Sulphur and, lts Implicati,orw,
22 sw. L. J.73L ( 1e68);
The Proposed Texas Uniform Se'curi,ti'es Act-Ana1ysi's and C-ory-
parison u;i,th Existing \e19s Securi,ties Act (38-f_g*g^APP-"IdT),
istat" Bar of Texas), COMMITTE'E ON SECURITIES AND IN-
VESTMBNT BANKING ( March 1969 );
Report on Texas Uni'form Securi,ties Act,7 BULL. SECTION ON
CORPORATION, BANKING & BUSINESS LAW ( State Bar of
Texas) 1-8 (No. 4, Apr. 1969);
Crane & Bromberg,-PA.RTNERSHIP (viii, 695 pp.) (1968);
SECURITIBS LAW: FRAUD-SEC. RULE lob-s SUPPLEMENT
2 (L28 pp.) and 69-1 (118 pp.) (1968-1969);
REViE*, C. ISRA'ELS AND tr. GUTTMAN, MODERN SECURI-
TIES TRANSFERS, 22 Sw. L. J. 902 (1968);
Film Review, ABA SECTION ON CORPORATION, BANKING
AND BUSINESS LAW, 'WHETHER TO INCORPORATE,, ANd
'HOW TO INCORPORATE", 24 Business Lawyer 330-333 (1968);
reprinted 2L J.LEGAL ED. 237-239 (1968).
Charmatz, Jan. P. Conf,i,ct of Latns, Anrwal Surcey of Texas Law,2L Sw,
L. J. r83 (1e68);
JUR GESCHICHTE UND KONSTRUKTION DER VERTRAG-
STYPEN IM SCHULDRECHT, Verlag Sauer & Auvermann, Frank-
furt/Main ( 1968).
Davis, Harvey L. lnsurance Law, Annual Suroey of Texas Law, 23 Sw.
L. J. 122 (1e6e).
Fitzgerald, John L. REPORT, COMMITTEE ON ORDINANCES AND_ 
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS, LOChL GOVERNMENT
LAW SECTION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, LOCAL GOV-
,ERNMENT LAW SERVICE LETTER 80-87 ( Comm. Reports StPp.
Sept-Oct 1968 );
NEPONT, COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND URBAN DEVEL-
OPMENT, 5 ANNUAL REPORTS OF COMMITTEES, ABA SEC.
TION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 111-20 (1968);
Administratioa Law, Anrw,al Suroey of Texas Lara, 23 Sw. L. J.
212 (1e6e).
Flittie, William ]. SUMMERS, OIL & GAS (Pocket Parts, 1969).
Galvin, Charles O. Are Professional Corporati,ons Still Alioe? 12th AN-
NUAL TULANE TAX INSTITUTE 649 (1969 );
STUDIES IN SUBSTANTIVE TAX REFORM (with Arthur B.
Willis, Attiat Ott, Gary Robbins, Scott Turner and Robert Tinney),
American Bar Foundation 1968;
THE INCOME TAX: HOW PROGRESSIV.E SHOULD IT BE
(with Boris I. Bittker) American Enterprise Institute, 1969;
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,
Report on Substanthoe Tax Reform Proiect (with Arthur B.
Willis and Gary Robbins ) TAX LAWYER 27 ( 1968 ).
Where to'FVom Here in the Tax Lan, 1968 PROC. OF TAX
INST., TEXAS TECH 200 (1969);
The Substanthse Tax Reform Proiect: Prelimina.ry Find,ings on
the Corporate Ta*,22 Sw. L. J.7L7 (1968);
Introduction, Annual Suroey of Teras Law, 93 Sw. L. I. g ( 1968 );
W'ills and, Trusts, Amwal Sui:eg of Texas I-aw, 23 Sw. L. J. 18
( 1969). /
Harding, Arthur L. Contracts, Annual Suroey of Texas Lau, 23 Sw. L. J.
1r3 (1e6e).
McKnight, Joseph W. Mari,tal Policy Changes, 3l TEXAS B. I. 627
( 1e68 );
Personal Iniury as Separate Property-A Legislatioe History. and'
Analysis of New-Articla 4675,3 Trial Lawyers Forum 7 (1968);
Eigli,sh Law and, Legislati,on i,n the Eletsenth and, Twelfth Cew
turies, 22 Sw. L. I. 704 ( 1968);
Santa Anna:s Texas Cam'paign,54 Sw. REV. 98 (1969);
A Gui.de to Curent Literature on Texas Matri,monial Property
Lau, MARITAL PROPBRTY-TH,E NEW LOOK (State Bar of
Texas) 9.1 (2 ed. 1969);
Matri,monial Property, Annuall, Suroey of Texas Law, 23 Sw. L. J.
44 (re6e);
Obiecti,orw to Legislation Authori'zing a Potner of Attorney Not
Termi,nnbl,e by Disabi,lity, 7 NEWSLETTER OF THE REAL ES-
TATE, PROBATE AND TRUST LAW SECTION OF THE STATE
BAR OF TEXAS 20 (1969);
Texas F*rlU Code (with others) (Title I) (1969)-
Morris, Charles J. Public Policy and, the I'aw Relati,ng to C.ollectine Bar-
gaining i,n the Public Serbice, 22 Sw. L. J. 585 ( 1968_), digested in
Monthly Digest of Legal Articles 23 (April 1969), and in 11 Indus-
trial Relations Law Dgest 32 (April 1969).
Pellettier, George A. An lntroducti,on to the Estate Tax Mari'tal Deduc-
tion, Successful Estate Planning Ideas and Methods (1969); _
Drafting the Arti,cles of Incirporati,on-Some Comments and Sug-
gestions, 7 BULL. SECTION ON CORPORATION, BANKING &
BuSfNnSs LAW (State Bar of Texas) 1 (]anuary 1969).
Rasor, Reba G. Family Lan, Annual Suroey of Texas Law,23 Sw. L. J.
60 (1e6e).
Ray, Roy R. Eoid.ence, Anrunl Sunsey of Texas Laro, 23 Sw. L. I. 151
( re6e ).
Riegert, Robert A. The Mon Planck Institute for Foreign and, Interna-- ti,onal Cri.minaL Lau: (with foreword by Gerhard (). W. Mueller),
16 AM. I. COMP. L. 247 ( 1e68) t ,
The lulax Pla.nck lnstitute for Foreign Public Law an'd Interna-
ti,onal Lau (with foreword by Paul G. Kauper), 3 INT'L LAWYER
506 (1969) t







Copyri,gfut and Unfair Competiti,on Laro, 3 INTL LAWYER 797
( 1e6e);
EHLE, Regulntions of the Common Market (edited with the aid
of the German Manuscript), 3 INT'L LAWYER 490 ( 1969).
Taubenfeld, Howard J. The lnternati,onal Implicati,ons of Weather Modi-
fication Aaioities (with Rita F. Taubenfeld), U. S. Dept. of State,
1968.
Thomas, A. J. Confl,i,ct of Laws, Annual Sunsey of Texai Law, 23 Sw.
L. J. 15e (1e6e);
Deoelopmerlt of International Legal Limitations on the Use of
Chemical and Biologi,cal Weo.pons (co-author), study prepared for
U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (1969);
Corxtitutionali,ty of Aid by the State of Texas to Church-Related,
Institutions of Higher Ed,uiati,on, prepared for Liaison Committee
on Texas Private Colleges and Universities of the Cbordinating
Board, Texas College and University System (1969).
WingO Harvey Local Gooernment, Annaal Suroey of Texas Law, 23 Sw.
L. I. 1e4 (re6e).
2. Actiri,tias
Bernstein, Robert A. Member: Curriculum Committee; Faculty Senate
Public Relations Committee; Faculty Senate Committee on Faculty
Evaluation;
Counsel, SMU Retirement Plan;
Faculty Advisor, Faculty-Student Discussion Forum;
Witness, Senate Interim Cbmmittee to Study Governmental Im-
munity (Testimony published in Report to the 61st Legislature,
January 14, 1969).
Bromberg, Alan R. Chairman: Committee on Securities and Investment
Banking, State Bar of Texas; Curriculum Committee; Committee
(A) (Complaints), American Association of University Professors,
SMU Chapter;
Member: American Law Instifute, Cbmmittee on Corporate Law
Revision, State Bar of Texas; Council of Section on oration,
Banking and
tee, Faculty
Business Law, State Bar of Texas; Executive
Senate, SMU; Steering Committee, Institutional Self-
Study Program, SMU; Executive Committee, University Planning
Council, SMU; Program Cbmmittee, Graduate Council of the Hu-
manities, SMU; Executive Committee, Dallas Theater Center; Insti-
tute Planning Committee ( Securities Regulation, Corporate and
Tax Aspects of Securities Transactions), Southwestern Legal Foun-
dation; Executive Council, Dean of Law School;
Reporter, Revision of Penal Cbde, State Bar of Texas;
Coordinator, Medical Jurisprudence Series, UniversiV of Texas
Southwestern Medical School at Dallas;
Trustee, SMU Retirement Plan
Lecturer: Practising Law Institute ( New York, Las Vegas,
Miami); Investrnent Analysts Society of Chicago; Program of Securi-
ties Law (Arkansas Bar Association, University of Arkansas, and
.l
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Arkansas State Banking Deparhnent, Securities Division); State-
Federal-NASD Securities Law Cooperative Enforcement Conference
(Ft. Worth); Dallas Bar Association; American Association of Law
Schools, Business Associations Round Table ( New Orleans ); South-
western Legal Foundation; Trust Section, Texas Bankers Association.
Craig, James R. Vice President, SMU Chapter AAUP;
Member: Advisory Cbmmittee, Orientation Program in American
Law, Association of American Law Schools; Faculty Senate; Faculty
Senate Committee on Athletics; Admissions Committee;
Faculty Advisor: Southwestern Law Jourrw.l,
Charmatz, Jatt P. Member: Library Committee; Committee on Graduate
Legal Studies; University Graduate and Professional Council; Edi-
torial Board, American Journal of Cbmparative Law;
Lecturer: University bf Rome, Italy, School of Law; University of
Padua, Italy, School of Law; Academy of American and International
Law, Southwestern Legal Foundation.
Davis, Harvey L. Chairman, Legislative Committee, Texas Consumers
Association;
Director, Moot Court Activities;
Member: University Senate; Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure; Executive Committee, SMU Chapter, American Associ-
ation of University Professors; Texas Professors Advisory Committee
on Uniform Commercial Code; Board of Directors, Texas Consumers
Association.
FitzGerald, John L. Area Chairman (Southwest), American Bar Associa-
tion Panelists, U. S. Civil Service Commission Hearing Examiner
Public Interview Panels;
Chairman, Annual Meeting Committee (ABA 1969 Meeting), Ad-
ministrative Law Section;
Member: Committee on Admissions; SMU Committee on Build-
ings and Grounds; Advisory Committee, SMU Institute on Urban
Sfudies; Board of Editors, Ad,ministrati,tse Law Rersieto; Committee
on ABA Administrative Law Institute, 1969.
Flittie, William ]. Member: Special Faculty Cbmmittee on Student Dis-
ciplinary Procedures; Committee on Curriculum; Board of Editors,
OiI and Gas Reporter;
Lecturer, Southwestern Legal Foundation.
Galvin, Charles O. Chairman, Special Committee on Substantive Tax Re-
form, Section of Taxation, American Bar Association; Committee on
Substantive Tax Reform, American Bar Association;
Vice Chairman, Cbmmittee on Arrangements for Annual Meeting,
American Bar Association;
President, Dallas County Community Action Committee, fnc.;
Member: Council of Deans; Board of Editors, Oi'I and Gas Re-
porter; Advisory Group, American Law Institute, Estate and Gift Tax
Project; Southern Regional Advisory Council, Institute of Interna-
tional Education; Committee on Faculty Appointments, Association
of American Law Schools; Executive Cbmmittee, University Press;
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American Bar Association Foundation Fellows; Law Enforcement
Sfudy Cbmmission, North Central Texas Council of Governments.
Ameiican Judicature So"i"ty; Advisory Council of Citizens of Hu]
man Relations Committee; Advisory Committee, Miami Institute of
Estate Planning; Advisory Board of C'atholic Interracial Council.
Board of Directors, National Council of Christian; ;d ]ews; f;.;;
Bar Foundation Fellows; Southwestern Legal Foundation Fellows;
State and Local Bar Associations, Section of Taxation, American Bar
Association; Section of Individual Rights and Responsibilities, Ameri-
can Bar Association; Section of Legal Education, American Bar As-
sociation; Dallas Bar Association; Texas Bar Association; Dallas
United Nations Association; American Bar Association;
Trustee: Dallas Historical Society; Dallas Chapter, National Hemo-
philia Foundation; Catholic Foundation;
Lecturer: Southwestern Legal Foundation; Dallas College Lec-
fure Series.
Harding, Arthur L. Director, American Society for the Comparative Study
of Law;
Member: Committee on Legal Education, Dallas Bar .A.ssociation;
American Foreign Law Association; American Section of the Inter-
national Association for Philosophy of Law; Cbmmittee on Graduate
Legal Studies.
Larson, Lennart V. Chairman, Committee on Admissions; Secretary-
Treasurer, Section on Labor Law, State Bar of Texas;
Member: Curriculum Committee; University College Council; Uni-
versity,Senate; Committee on Tenure and Ethics.
McKnight, Joseph W. Chairman: Law School Committee on Legal Clinic;
University Committee on Convocations; University Committee on
Rhodes Scholarships; Committee on Bankruptcy and Reorganization
Law, Corporation, Business and Banking Section, State Bar of Texas;
Committee on Real Property Law, Real Estate Probate and Trust
Section, State Bar of Texas; Committee on New Members, American
Society for Legal History;
Director, Family Cbde Projec! Family Law Section, State Bar of
Texas;
Member: Law School Library Committee; Committee on New
Laws and Constitutional Amendments, Dallas Bar Association; Com-
mittee on Ethics, Dallas Bar Association; Committee on History and
Biography, Dallas Bar Association; Ad Hoc Committee on Exhibits
for ABA Convention, Dallas Bar Association; Council of the ReaI
Estate, Probate and Trust Law Section, State Bar of Texas; Board
of Directors, Texas Old Forts and Missions Restoration Association;
Editorial Board, American lournal of Legal History; Board of Direc-
tors, American Society for Legal History; Round Table Council on
Legal History, Association of American Law Schools; Committee on
Community Services, Association of American Law Schools; Com-
mittee on Succession, Real Property, Probate and Trust Section,
American Bar Association; Committee on Arrangements for ABA




Lecturer: Mortgage Lending Institute, The University of Texas at
Austin; Family Law Section, Dallas Bar Association; Legal History
Round Table, Association of American Law Schools, New Orleans,
Louisiana; Laredo Bar Association; El Paso Estate Planning Council;
Abilene Bar Association; Mothers of Twins Club, Dallas; Sons of the
Republic of Texas, Dallas; Pan-American Round Table, Dallas; The
National Secretaries Association, Irving; Family Law Section, State
Bar of Texas, Ft. Worth; Testimony Before Judiciary Committee and
Constitution Amendments Committee of the Texas'House of Rep-
resentatives and Jurisprudence Committee of Texas Senate.
Morris, Charles J. Chairman: I5th Annual Institute on Labor Law, South-
western Legal Foundation; Public Law Board No. 297, Seaboard
Coast Line Railroad and United Transportation Union;
Cb-Chairman: Symposium on Air Transport Labor Relations,
lournnl of Air Law and Commerce;
Vice Chairman: SMU Dallas Symposium on the Administration of
Criminal Justice.
Editor-in-Chief, The Deoelopi,ng Labor Law-The Board, the
Courts and, the Nationa.l Labor Relati,ons Act, Section of Labor
Relations Law, American Bar Association;
Member: University Faculty Senate; Convocations Committee;
Law School Cbmmittees on Admissions, Legal Aid, and Disciplinary
Procedures (ad hoc); The Labor Law Group Trust; Commiftee on
State Legislation Affecting Academic Freedom, American Association
of University Professors;
Lecturer: Short Course on Labor Law, Southwestern Legal Foun-
dation; Symposium on Air Transport Labor Relations; Industrial Re-
lations Research Association, North Texas Chapter.
' Participant: Conference on "Labor Cburts or Arbitration," Insti-
tute of Industrial Relati,ons, University of California at Los Angeles;
Conference on the Teaching of Labor Law, Labor Law Group frust,
at Boulder, Colorado
Pelletier, George A. Chairman: Committee on Information, Section on
Corporation, Banking & Business Law of the State Bar of Texas;
, Editor, Bulletin, Section on Cbrporation, Banking & Business Law
of the State Bar of Texas;
Director, Legal Clinic;
Member: Advisor to Legal Clinic (ex officio); Committee on Com-
parative Criminal Law, American Bar Association;
Participant in panel discussion on Legal Services for the Poor at
the 1969 annual meeting of the Rocky Mountain Political Science
Association.
Rasor, Reba G. Chairman, Faculty Senate Committee on Public Relations.
Member, Faculty Senate Cbmmittee on Rules and Regulations.
Ray, Roy R. Chairman, Committee ,u Studenl Filauuial Assisl.alce;
Member, Executive Council, Dean of Law School;
Lecturer: Corpus Christi Bar Association; Dallas Personnel As-
sociation.
Riegert, Robert A. Member: ABA Section of International and Compara-
tive Law; ABA Section of Administrative Law; Dallas Bar Associa-
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tion; Special Discipline Committee of Law School; University Fac-
ulty Cbmmittee on Student Organizations; Chapel Board of Directors
of University Chapel.
Smith, Eugene L. Chairman, Faculty Senate Committee on Discipline;
Co-Chairman, Committee on Standards of Admission to the Bar,
State Bar of Texas;
Associate Director, Family Code Project, Family Law Section of
the State Bar of Texas; '
Member: Legal Clinic Committee; Discipline Committee; I,egisla-
tive Internship-Advisory Committee, State of Texas; Round Table
Council on Professional Responsibility, Association of American Law
Schools; Committee on Education for Professional Responsibility,
Association of American Law Schools; Professional Efficiency and
Economic Responsibility Committee, State Bar of Texas.
Taubenfeld, Howard J. Chairman, Math-Science Review Committee, Uni-
versity College;
Vice Chairman: Weather Modiffcation Advisory Committee, Texas
Water Development Board; Committee on International Law in the
Courts of the -United States, Section of International and Compara-
tive Law, American Bar Association;
Director: Institute of Aerospace Law;
Member: Faculty Senate; Executive Council, American Society of
International Law; Civil War Panel, American Society of Interna-
tional Law; Commission to Study the Organization of Peace; Ad-
visory Committee, Standing Cbmmittee on Aeronautical Law, Ameri-
can Bar Association;
Lecturer: Dallas U. N. Association; North Texas Conference of
the Methodist Church;
Consultant, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Stanford
Research Institute, U. S. Departrnent of State;
Principal Investigator: National Science Foundation Task Group
on the Legal Aspects of Weather Modiffcation Activities;
Professor at the AALS Orientation Program in American Law
(Princeton), Summer 1968.
Thomas, A. J. Chairman, Committee on Graduate Legal Studies;
Member: University Graduate and Professional Cbuncil; Commit-
tee on Constifutional Law, Texas Bar Association; Committee on
International Law, Texas Bar Association; Executive Council, Dean
of Law School;
Appointed by President of Uliversity to work with Liaison Com-
mitt:ei for Priiate Colleges and Univ6rsities for the State Coordi-
nating Board.
Wingo, Harvey Chairman, Cbmmittee to Compare Texas Pretrial Release- Practlce wlth American Bar Associatiuu Miliurulr Slaltlaltls;
Member: American Bar Association; Tennessee Bar Association;
Assistant Reporter, Revision of Penal Code, State Bar of Texas;
Lecturer, Dillas Symposium on The Administration of Criminal
Justice, SMU Law School, April 1969.
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Appendi,x C
Law School Committee of the Board of Trustees;
Board of Visitors; Law Alumni Association
L. Law School Commi,ttee
Alfred P. Murrah, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Chaifman
Richmond C. Coburn, St. Louis, Missouri
Wilton H. Fair, Tyler, Texas
Ross L. Malone, New York, New York
Gerald C. Mann, Dallas, Texas
Hroy A. Shuford, Dallas, Texas
George M. Underwood, Jr., Richardson, Texas
2. Boa.rd of Visitors
Term Expi,ring Nooember, 7969
Jack W. Crosland, Jr.
Marshall J. Doke, Jr.
Joseph T. Nance
James L. Noel, Jr.
Percy D. Williams
Term Expi,ring Norsember, 7970
J. Waddy Bullion
Clovis G. Chappell, Jr.
William R. Harris, ]r.
Vester T. Hughes, Jr.
Eugene jericho
Term Eixpi,ring Nooember, 7977





3. Law Alumni, Associati,on
President Donald J. Lucas, '64, Dallas, Texas
Vi,ce President Eugene Jericho, '49, Dallas, Texas







(to serve until 1971)
Charles E. Long, Jr., '35, Dallas, Texas
W. Autry Norton, 28, Dallas, Texas
O. Jan Tyler, '63, Dallas, Texas
J"oy N. Jordan,'52, Da1las, Texas
Banker Phares, '64, Port Arthur, Texas
James H. Wallenstein, '67, Hopewell, Virginia
(to serve until 1970)
John E. Banks, '52, San Antonio, Texas
Charles R. Dickenson, 57, Abilene, Texas
Donald C. Fitch, Jr., 55, Dallas, Texas
Elton Ray Hutchison, '59, Dallas, Texas
Kenneth B. Kramer,'59, Wichita Falls, Texas
Walter P. Zivley,'55, Houston, Texas
(to serve until 1969)
Clovis G. Chappell, Jr., '36, Midland, Texas
Jess T. Hay,'55, Dallas, Texas
Radford H. Byerly,'32, Houston, Texas
Robert A. Fanning, '60, Dallas, Texas
James S. Dycus,'65, Houston, Texas
Joseph T. Nance, '53, Dallas, Texas

































C. S. Potts Memorial
Kalman Wolens Memorial
Atwell, Grayson & Atwell
Elton R. Hutchison
Fulbright, Crooker, Freeman, Bates &
Jawolski
W. Autry Norton
Harry S. Moss Foundation
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Appendix, D
LAW AND ORDER, -AND JUSTICE
By Anrnun L. HenmNc
It is paradoxical that lawyers, who pride themselves on precise
use of language, have perhaps their greatest difficulty in deffn-
ing their subject matter: Law. Hundreds of definitions have been
written, reflecting not infrequently the dilemma of the three
blind men describing the elephant.
Upon examination we seem to discern four disparate but nev-
ertheless closely interacting aspects of this Law. First, there is
the regime or institution devoted to adjusting relations between
men or ordering their conduct in society. Here "law" means an
integral but subordinate part of the machinery of government.
'l'hen there is law in the books: the authoritative patterns of de-
cision, the formulated standards of conduct, various speciffc com-
mands and rules, all of which are employed by the regime in the
discharge of its function. Third, there is "law" as a method, a
technique, both conscious and subconscious, by which the needs,
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the hopes, and the beliefs of a people are translated into the law
in the books. Finally, "Law" also means remedies, the adminis-
trative processes by which the adjudications of the regime are
made as nearly effective as the conditions of life will permit.
It is a serious shortcoming of most law schools and of most
law students that they devote an inordinate amount of their time
and attention to but a single aspect, that of law in the books,
with some attention given to another aspect, that of law as reme-
dies. That the regime of law has attained or is approaching per-
fection seems to be an article of faith, notwithstanding a paucity
of objective demonstration. Law as a method appears to have
been shunned as perhaps defying understanding. Let us attempt
a little understanding.
Law Is a Human Construct
Let us begin by noting that law, in any of the aspects sug-
gested, is a human device. It was devised by men and is main-
tained by men for the purpose of achieving practical solutions
to human problems. We would hope that it reflects the best of
contemporary human reason; we know that it reff.ects too much
of human passion and unreason. We would hope that that law
which has come to us from the experience of our predecessors
represents wisdom; we know that it may represent mere habit.
Note that I carefully skirt around ideas of "higher" law. There
are those who note that all things in the cosmos, except man,
are subject to a verifiable natural order and conclude that man,
too, must be so subject. Then there are many who seek to know
God's plan or cornmand for man's existence on earth. These be-
Iiefs and aspirations should not be deprecated; they represent
a faith that well may be vindicated. The problem is that, despite
literally centuries of inquiry we still do not know that natural
order of man or God's plan for him. At best we must, as we do,
rely on our grossly imperfect understanding of these things and
must seek to apply them by human means to the solution of hu-
man problems.
Law, using the term to mean a composite of the aspects men-
tioned, is certainly not to be made an obiect of veneration. Law
is not, and should not be, an end in itself. It is a means, and only
a means, by which certain social ends are sought to be attained.
In ffnal analysis law must be evaluated pragmatically, in light
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of the validity of the ends sought to be attained, and the extent
to which they are in fact attained.
La:us and Order
All about us, the word "law" is coupled with the word "order."
Let us look at this word. Its meaning is not crystal clear.
To some; order means simply the absence of'violence, with
each person conducting his affairs in a pattern sufficiently rigid
to avoid potential conflicts. This is the order of a prison. It does
contain a part-truth: if a society is to achieve a destiny approach-
ing its potential, it must have conditions of peace. There is no
society at all if its members make war each on the others. There
is scarcely a society if a man must remain in his home armed to
protect his family and his possessions. A socief is doomed if the
individual fears to go about his ordinary afrairs, lest he suffer
grievous harm.
But peace and order do not mean elimination of conflict. Given
the human condition, conflict between individuals is inevitable.
If a society is to progress, to advance, a great liberty must be
given to each individual to seek his own improvement and ad-
vancement. The felt needs of the individual will conflict with the
felt needs of others. The aspirations of one will interfere with
the attainment of the aspirations of another. Order means simply
that we do not permit these conflicts to disrupt the functioning
and advancement of the society. Order means that we seek to
prevent conflicts from erupting into violence.
But order is not an ultimate value in society. A society that
has achieved only order has achieved precious little. However,
order is the almost indispensable condition to the achievement of
ultimate values.
Here we have a principal but not the sole role of law. Law as a
regime provides the institution to resolve conflicts peacefully,
thereby obviating any need for self-help. Law in the books pro-
vides guidance for those who would order their own lives peace-
fully. Law as remedies provides deterrents to those who will not
live in an orderly manner with their fellows.
Let it be said plainly that law is only one of the so-called agen-
cies of social control, probably not even the most important.-We
of the law deal mainly with the failures of other agencies, and
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try to cope with those few people who are immune to almost
any sanction other than force.
-and lustice
But, the critic says, granted that order is essential to social
living and that law is essential to order, still the whole thing
is meaningless without justice. True enough, at least in great
measure, but here we encounter the most difficult part of the
problem.
There are pragrnatists who deny the reality of justice. To them,
the problem relates only to expedience and compromise. Such
realists, self-labeled, advocate a simple "squeaky-wheel" juris-
prudence, with all necessary concessions to those claimants who
make the most noise and are most likely to create disturbance.
At the other extreme are those innocents who think that there is
an easily identiffable just solution to all problems. This is simple
ignorance; these people merely equate justice with their own
intuitions or perhaps with their preconceptions.
What is the relationship between law and justice?
In the first place, a substantial part of the stufi of law has noth-
ing to do with the problem of justice; there is no conceivable
basis on which to make an ethical choice between two positions.
Efficiency and peace require merely that there be an established
norm of conduct and that all comply with it. The precept, drive
to the right, in a trafic code is the simplest illustration of what I
am talking about; but many more complex precepts of law are
equally devoid of ethical content. From time to time a novice
will discover that a norm of conduct established as a legal stand-
ard is no more just than is its opposite, or in other ways is no
better in result. And he will be greatly distressed. Let us admit
readily enough that this is true. The point is that we need a rule,
and cannot by any means use two.
Then there are cases where justice is involved, but where the
rational discovery of the just solution baffies us. This occurs fre-
quently where we are called upon to adiudicate between indi-
viduals equally blameless or equally blameworthy. Sometimes we
can achieve a rough justice by dividing the loss, as we do in
contribution between joint tort-feasors, or in the collision of ships
at sea, or as in the case of the iniured plaintiff and the tort-feasor
under the comparative negligence statutes. But this is not always
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possible. What about the suit of the owner of stolen property
against one who purchased the property in good faith from a
merchant to whom the thief had sold it? What is the just solu-
tion? No one yet has demonstrated one; but the case must be
solved. And solve it we do, but on a basis other than iustice, a
basis principally of an economic nature.
However, despite the instances just mentioned, let it be said
that the great bulk of legal issues do involve justice, or matters
of right and wrong, and that the regime consciously seeks to at-
tain the just solution. But the difficulties here are many.
In the first place, our standard of justice is relative and not
absolute. I believe that there are absolutes, that there is such a
thing as immutable truth; but I am certain that I do not know
what it is. I am also convinced that no other mortal does either.
If a man could fathom the end or purpose of the universe, or,
to put it another way, could understand the will and reason of
God, that man would be God. The best that we can do is to
hope, with great minds from Aristotle and Cicero to Thomas
Aquinas and Richard Hooker, that the rational soul that dis-
tinguishes man from other living things will enable us to compre-
hend a part, and to approximate an increasing portion of the
remainder,
That the iustice embraced in the Iegal order reflects a measure
of eternal truth, we hope. AII we can be sure of is that it reflects
common morality. By this I mean those ideas of right and wrong
that are generally accepted within the social organism. The in-
terrelationship between the legal order and this morality is easi-
ly demonstrated; in fact the history of law can be written in
terms of the history of morality. It could be no other way. The
legal order is maintained and operated by human beings for
human pu{poses. These same human beings obviously believe
that right and wrong are highly relevant to the Iegal order, so
they put into it the only ideas of right and wrong that they have.
Rarely are these based on philosophic inquiry. Usually they are
simply ahsorherl from the encompassing community.
These ideas change in time. We do have minds capable of at-
tacking right and wrong as a philosophical problem. Empiric ob-
servation and inductive reasoning are available and helpful. Di-
alectical method, unpopular at the moment, is useful for our pur-
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poses. Rational improvement is possible so long as we are careful
to avoid him who would hand us a pat verbalization from which
to deduce our answer, or who would bid us simply to rely on
what he calis his conscience. (The ambiguities and pitfalls lurk-
ing in the word "conscience" could be the subject of another
paper. )
Recognizing that we can make rational improvement in our
standard of legal justice, and by all means should do so, we note
also that common morality will change. This change will usually
be evolutionary, rarely revolutionaryi but change is inescapable.
With increasing human knowledge and, we hope, increasing
human rationality, we hope the change is for the better, but we
know that not all change is. The legal order will follow and ad-
just to this change. There will be a time-lag; there should be a
time-lag if the important values of stability and predictability in
the legal order are to be made effective, but the lag should not
be qreat.
To summanze for the moment: When ideas of iustice are rele-
vant the legal order generally seeks to vindicate them. But this
is not a perfect or absolute justice because we simply do not
know what that iustice is; if we attain it, it is by chance. The
Iegal order agrees pretty well with iustice as it is understood in
the society. If we did not, we would not be long in business.
It follows from what I have said that we will always have com-
plaints of the claimed injustice of the legal order. Some will be
valid; others of little or no validity. At one time we are hearing
from those who are incapable of comprehending the social and
individual values that enter into a notion of right; from critics
who understand those values well and who challenge the con-
clusions that we have drawn from them; from those with claims
of divine revelation; from those egomaniacs who cannot con-
ceive of the morality of anything that would hamper them in
realizing their own wills and desires; and from many, many
others.
But let us not be too complacent. For about a century the
great sin of the American legal or:der was its almost complete
abandonment of any quest for a conscious legal philosoph/, the
foregoing of rational examination of the values sought to be
perfected in the legal order. For the past forty or fffty years we
have been working on this, but we still are far behind.
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If the picture is not already too confused, let me suggest that
there are other Problems.
First, justice acco,rding to law is justice accorcling to rules of
general application. If we could assemble a latge body of -almost
infinitely iiit" men we could achieve justice jn individual situa-
tions on the basis of ad hoc principles formulated,after the fact,
but this would not be justice according to law. Inherent i1 any
concept of law ur" ,rui,r"s of equality between individuals, of
stability and predictability. The use of rules of general applica-
tion, pteviootly promulgated to the extent practicable, serves
these 
^valr-tes. Bni thet" *itt be particular cases falling within
these rules but in which the application of the generally just rule
will give a possibly uniust t"rolt. we meet this in part by bi:"\-
ing p"ossibf ov"tly-generalized rules into two or more more-limi-
teH i,tles, and by investing a controlled discretion in law admin-
istrators, but the solutionls partial and hard cases remain' This
is one of the great dilemmas of the law; no one has found a way
to solve the problem without destroying law itself.
Second, important as it is, justice is not the only value sought
to be achieveh by society through law. If man is to live he must
be increasingly i,rccessful in converting the physical world to
the means of-&istence. This is the business of economics, and the
establishment and improvement of economic institutions is a legi-
timate interest of the society. The difficulty is that the moment
we introduce any value in addition to that of justice, we sow the
seeds of possible conflict. Compromises will result and sometimes
it will U" f"tt wise to prefer tlie competing value. Instances with
which you are familiar would include the parol evidence rule,
and the objective standard of mutual assent applied in contract'
or the rule of Adams v. Lindsell. Other social interests likewise
to be placed on the balance include those in the preserv-ation
and iniprovement of family, religious, educational and cultural
institutions.
In the third place, the most troublesome areas of confict of
competing interests which involve the social interest in the life
of thle indlividual human being. It is a social good that individual
man be left free to, and even aided to, develop himself, his capa-
bilities and his perceptions, to a maximum. In good measure a



















grow and improve, although it is not to be overlooked that a
society can improve its members. After all, does society have any
component other than individual humans? To attain this social
value the open society recognizes very broad liberties in its mem-
bers to live their own lives and to pursue their own ends. But
this liberty is not absolute.
In the present context we must answer two palticular ques-
tions. First, may the society acting through its legal order punish
one for doing what he believes to be right and proper? The an-
swer is yes. Valid social interests may so require. The effect of
what this man has done, upon another person or upon the so-
cial structure generaly, will be the same regardless of his belief
as to its rightness o'r propriety. And the fina1 decision on right-
ness or propriety is going to be a collective one.
The second question is, may we punish an individual for re-
fusing to do what he considers to be wrong? Again the answer is
yes. Social Iiving imposes not only a duty to refrain from doing
harm to others, but also affirmative duties to act for the society.
We properly may require a good deal of affirmative conduct,
whether it be paying taxes, serving on a itry, appearing as a
witness, fighting a war, submitting to arrest or to search and
seizure on probable cause, or any of many other social obliga-
tions. These things involve inconvenience and the coercion of hu-
man wills. They may encroach into what the individual regards as
sin. In this latter case we instinctively hesitate to apply coercion,
but reason may tell us that on balance of all the interests in-
volved, coercion may be right and good.
What I am sayrng is that in a social context, and the context
of law is social, our valued ideals of right and good or justice will
have a social and not an individual content. It is difficult to see
how it could be otherwise.
There is understandable reluctance to accept what I have just
said. In the century past, ]ohn Stuart Mills premise has been ac-
cepted as a part of our thinking. Mill, you will recall, asserted
that individual man had a liberty to,do as he willed so long as he
harmed no one else. What I am doing is questiottittg Mill on
two points. First, is it actually true that a man can do anything,
literally anything, that will not have an affect on someone else?
Mill assumed this; but is it trueP If it be not true, Mill's proposi-
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tion means little. Second, can we base an accePtable ethic on an
assumption that man's dtty to his fellows in society is solely
negative, to refrain from harm; that he is under no _obligation
ro 
-to order his conduct as to benefit his fellows? The ]ewish
ethic and tle Christian ethic reiect this negativist approach. Can
the legal ethic do otherwise? ,
In seeking an answer we must accept the fact that social living
is obligatory. We cannot resign from society; we cannot escape
it. The most that the dedicated anti-social can hope for is to be
tolerated to exist as a Parasite upon it.
I would close with a bit of wisdom older than that of Mill, an
ethic that speaks directly and meaningfully to the law. Joht
Donne wrote:
"No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe;
every man is a peece of the Continent,
a part of the maine;
if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse,
as well as if a Promontorie were,
as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine owne were;
any mans death diminishes me,
because I am involved in Mankinde;
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls;
it tolls for thee."
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